It requires courage to attempt to record everything a child will say in one day, and it certainly takes determination, persistence and hard work to carry it through. I do not wonder that there are <so few published instances. M. C. and H. Gale ('00) were the pioneers in this line; they recorded no less than eleven all day conversations of children from twenty to thirty months old. In all of these they worked out the number of different words and ten of them they analyzed with great care. Bell ('03) has the distinction of reporting the largest number of words spoken by children in one day, but unfortunately he gives no other data. I (1917) tried to take the all day conversations of my three and five year old daughters, but did not succeed in recording everything, so my results were confined to the number of sentences said, the average number of words in a sentence and the approximate total number of words. G. C. and Julia Brandenburg ('15 and '19) have done the most thorough and admirable work not only in taking conversations but in working them up. They had the unexampled zeal to take two whole day conversations of their child when three and one when four, analyzing the data in two of these in great detail.
Fired by the Brandenburgs' achievement, we thought we ought to be able to get a complete day's account of our four year old, especially as we were sure she was much less talkative than their child. The birthday of our third daughter, R, came August 9th; I wished to take her all day conversation about a month before as a basis for collecting her four year vocabulary. On July 1st I tested myself by writing down every word she said for half an hour, and when I had achieved that, I saw that an all day's record was possible. We chose July 3rd, as on that day both her father and myself could devote ourselves to the task in hand, her father spelling me in the writing when I had some other unavoidable occupation. The little girl was entirely unconscious of the attention she was receiving.
R had been late in learning to talk (Nice, '18). She had an exceedingly small vocabulary at three and it was not until she was forty months old that she seemed really to make up her mind to talk. She learned with great rapidity from then on, so that by the age of four she had a fair sized vocabulary-1,135 words; this is smaller than any that have been published for this age except Mateer's brother ('08) who had 1,020 words; he also was late in beginning to talk. R's sentences were short at this time and many small words were omitted.
Hourly Record. The number of words and sentences used each hour are shown in the following table. 
29 4 31
Tot'l 10511 13.4 2686 3.9 300 R talked more in the morning than in the afternoon, for in the six morning hours she used 5,519 words and only 4,992 in the seven afternoon hours. The hour that she talked the most was from 10 to 11 when she used 1,333 words while playing with a three year old boy; the other most talkative hours were from 9 to 10-1,061 words-when playing outside with several children; from 1 to 2-1,052 wordswhen telling a story and working with Montessori colors; 12 to 1-925 words-the dinner hour; and 7 to 8 A. M.-902 words-when she first got up in the morning. The least talkative hour was from 4 to 5-444 words-when she was on a walk. The other two hours in which she spoke comparatively little were from 11 to 12-464 words-and 3 to 4-531 words;-during a part of each of these periods her father was reading to her.
By dividing the number of words each hour by 60 we find the average number of words spoken per minute. Of course she did not talk three times as fast one hour as another; it is rather the relative amount of silence that is indicated. The average for the whole day is 13.4 words a minute; the different hours vary from 7.4 to 22.2.
She used 2,686 sentences, the average number of words in a sentence being 3.9. The shortness of her sentences indicates her retardation, placing her status in skill of speech below the average three year old child. 193 of these sentences-7.2 per cent-were repeated; 20 per cent of Brandenburg's daughter's sentences at three were repetitions.
She asked 300 questions, an average of 23 an hour. Questions comprise 11.2 per cent of her sentences; those of Brandenburg's child were 23 per cent at three, and 20 per cent at four. More than half of these occurred in the afternoon; this differs with Brandenburg's results with the three year conversation but agrees with the four year.
Comparison with Other Children. In the following table I have summarized the published all day conversations of children two and a half and over; I have also included that of one two year old boy as its large size makes it valuable for comparison with the others. Just as most of the vocabulary studies have been made on girls, so in these all day conversations boys are sadly in the minority. Parents of boys must come to the rescue and give us data on their sons.
In total words, Bell's two girls lead, the three and a half year child having the most-15,230. His four and a half year daughter and Brandenburg's daughter at four have nearly as many-14,992 and 14,930 respectively. Brandenburg's daughter at three us :d 3,000 fewer words than a year later, saying 11,620. Close to this are three records in the 10,000 group, my children-R at four years and E at five-and Carl Andrist at two. Then came Gale's son at two and a half with 9,290 words, his daughter at the same age with 8,992 and my daughter D at three with 7,600.
The number of words per minute varies from 10.6 to 20. In the case of different children there are doubtless two factors involved in these variations; first, some children speak faster than others and second, some chatter almost incessantly, while others are silent a part of the time.
The number of different words is known in six cases; it varies from 629 of Gale's daughter to 999 of Brandenburg's daughter at four. The percentage of the total vocabulary used in any one day is an index to the child's maturity; the younger the child, the larger, as a rule, will the percentage be. Gale has published the most complete series of all day conversations of any child. His daughter used 96.3 per cent of her total vocabulary at 20 months, 60.7 per cent at 21 months and 43.1 per cent at 22 months. The next two times are an exception to the rule for she used 48.6 per cent of her vocabulary at 23 months and 53.4 per cent at 26 months. However at 30 months the proportion is the lowest of all-41.6 per cent. Brandenburg's daughter shows the typical development, for she used 34 per cent of her vocabulary at three and 24 per cent at four. R's high percentage-54.5-is another indication of her lack of development in speech matters. This is almost the same as Gale's boy of two and a half; indeed R's figures are more similar to his than to those of any of the other children; their total words, different words and percentage of whole vocabularies are nearly the same, while the rate of words per minute is just the same.
The average number of times each word was used shows more uniformity than any other item; it varies from 12.4 to 14.9 in the six cases in which it can be calculated.
As to the length of sentences, the five children for whom we know it, divide themselves into two groups. D at three and R at four used short sentences-3.77 and 3.9 words respectively; while Brandenburg's child at three and four and E at five used sentences of 6.6, 7.5 and 6.17 words respectively. D ('18) was slow in beginning to talk and had not advanced at this time as far as the average three year old.
The Parts of Speech. The distribution of the different words of her all day conversation is shown in Table III and also the percentages of the parts of speech in her whole vocabulary.
Forty-eight of these nouns were proper nouns and 10 were nonsense or words repeated after some one else; 33 of the verbs and 3 of the adjectives were inflections, while 7 of the interjections were nonsense, so that only 619 of these words were counted in making up her four year vocabulary.
The parts of speech of the different words follow in general the proportions of the parts of speech in the whole vocabulary of the child. Nouns were less used, while verbs, adverbs, pronouns and prepositions have higher percentages in the one day vocabulary than in the whole vocabulary. These percentages are much the same as those of Brandenburg's It will be seen that she used more verbs than any other parts of speech, more than a fourth of all her words denoting action. Over a fifth were pronouns and less than a fifth nouns. The next largest division was adverbs, comprising about a sixth of her total conversation and after them adjectives which she used only half as often. It is interesting and rather unexpected to find that half of the 10,000 words this child used in one day were verbs and pronouns. We should have data on older children and adults for purposes of comparison.
Each word was used on an average 14.4 times. There is great variation, however in the number of times the words of each part of speech occurred as shown in Table V . In this category pronouns lead, since each was used on an average the surprising number of 72.7 times. Prepositions and adverbs were also used very frequently, 32.5 and 24.5 times respectively. Conjunctions and verbs come in a middle class being employed about the same number of times as the average for the whole vocabulary. Adjectives, interjections and nouns were used the least often, the average use of each noun being less than a tenth of the average use of each pronoun. Of course this means that with pronouns, prepositions and adverbs, relatively few words were used many, many times, while with adjectives and nouns a wide variety of words were used a few times each.
Much the same thing is evident in the proportions that her one day vocabulary bears to her whole vocabulary as shown in Table VI . She used her whole stock of prepositions during this one day, 97 per cent of her pronouns, four-fifths of her adverbs, three-fourths of her adjectives, three-fifths of her verbs and two-fifths of her nouns. Again we are impressed with the lack of variety in the prepositions, pronouns, adverbs and conjunctions used by this child and at the same time the wide range of variety in her nouns.
The Most Used Words. The accompanying list gives the words that R used more than 100 times during the day. This list includes 6 pronouns, 7 verbs, 4 adverbs, 2 prepositions, 2 nouns and one adjective. No conjunction nor interjection were used more than 20 times. In a similar list of an average four year old child probably, " the," " a," " is " and " am " would be represented.
The child's egocentricity is well exhibited in her use of " I " nearly one thousand times-once in every 10 words, while more than onethird of her sentences (36 per cent) had " I " for their subject. She used the various forms of the first personal pronoun 1,243 times, making their ratio to other words one to every 8.5. The second personal pronoun gives us a different picture; there are only 210 uses, which means one in every 50 words. In the case of Brandenburg's daughter the ratio of first personal pronouns at 40 months was one to every 13.5 words and at 52 months one to every 15.6. The second personal pronoun was used once for every 31.6 words at 40 months and once for every 29.8 words at 50 months. Here again we very much need further data especially on older subjects.
The One Hour Conversation.
The results with the all day conversations of my other children were not complete enough to enable me to analyze them as I have done with R. Yet it seemed worth while to compare an hour's conversation of the three children. Choosing as a standard R's first hour in which she said 902 words, I took enough sentences from D's and E's all day conversations to get this same number of words; with R and E the time was one hour, while with D it was somewhat more as she said fewer words in an hour than her sisters. The conversation of each child embraced similar activities, dressing, breakfast and play.
In comparing the percentages of the parts of speech of R's one hour and all day conversations, we find a striking agreement in the proportions of the total words, the difference varying from 0.1 of one per cent to 2 per cent. There is much less agreement in the proportions of the parts of speech in the different words; indeed there is a similar relation between the one hour and one day vocabulary, as there is between the one day and one month vocabulary. That is, the proportion of nouns is too low, while that of verbs, adverbs, pronouns and prepositions is too high. Thus it seems that with the total words, one hour gives a good prophecy of the all day conversation, while with the proportions of the different words its value is much less definite. In examining these tables it must be remembered that E was five and had a vocabulary of 2,502 words, that R was four with a vocabulary of 1,135 words and D was three with a vocabulary of 856 words. D and R are most astonishingly alike both in the number of the different words and in the proportion of the parts of speech With the same number of total words their different words are 193 and 196 . E being an older child and much more advanced in the technique of talking had a far greater choice of words-318,-which is 165 per cent of R's number. E used each word on an average 2.8 times while her sisters used each 4.7 times. D and R are also very similar in the proportions of the parts of speech; indeed, in half of them they are absolutely alike-pronouns, adjectives, conjunctions and interjections-while adverbs and prepositions differ only by one.
E's greater maturity is perhaps shown most strikingly in the matter of conjunctions-always a late acquisition; she has seven while her sisters have only one each. She has twice as many adjectives and prepositions as they. Adjectives are a specialty with E; she has a larger proportion of them in her vocabularies than most children. Proportionately E has fewer nouns and adverbs than her sisters, almost as many pronouns, about the same verbs, more prepositions and conjunctions and many more adjectives.
When we come to the table of the total words, we find less similarity than with the different words. Yet all agree in giving verbs first place and pronouns second. With E and R nouns are third in order, but with D they are fourth, being outstripped by adverbs which happen to be D's specialty. Adverbs come fourth with R but fifth with E where their place is usurped by adjectives. With R and D adjectives are fifth in order, being used only half as often as adverbs. All children are alike in giving sixth place to prepositions. Pronouns are the most uniform with the three, varying from 22.1 to 23.1; while adverbs show the greatest divergence, from E with 10.2 to R with 14 and finally D with 18.6.
In comparing the sixteen words used most often in R's whole day conversation and in one hour we find that fourteen are the same. The two of the hour's talk that do not correspond " going " and " me " are however among the twenty-one most used words of the all day's conversation. Therefore in her case one hour gave a fairly good index of the whole day. The words most often used by the three children during one hour are shown in the following table, and also the average number of uses of the eight words that were common to all.
Eight of these words were used by all three children: I, Mamma, to, it, my, want, you and don't. Two words in each list were used by one other child and six were individual. The words used by two children and the average number of times used are: "a," 20; "here," 16.5; and "me," 13.5. Several of E's words show her advanced status in comparison to her sisters; " the," her second commonest word, " is," her seventh word, " am " and "a..' Neither of the younger children used " the ' at all and R seldom used " a." They usually omitted " am " and " is." E used " what " as a relative pronoun instead of " who," " which " and " that;" D did the same only less often for her sentences were less complicated, while R rarely used any relative. The parts of speech of the eight words most commonly used by all were 1 noun, 2 verbs, 4 pronouns and 1 preposition. E's words were divided thus: 1 noun, 4 verbs, 7 pronouns, 2 adjectives, 1 preposition and 1 conjunction. R had 2 nouns, 6 verbs, 6 pronouns, 1 adverb and 1 preposition; while D had 2 nouns, 2 verbs, 5 pronouns, 1 adjective, 5 adverbs and 1 preposition. Perhaps the most striking difference in these lists is E's entire lack of adverbs, whereas D had five. R had no adjectives and D only two verbs.
E used " I " 56 times or once in every 16.2 words, while R used it 90 times, once in every 10 words. D used it 69 times, but omitted it 18 times when it should have been used, as: "Ha' (have) my ap'on on." The addition of these makes 87 uses or once in every 10.5 words. D used " you " once in every 60 words, R once in 56 and E once in 45, which is just the development we would expect.
Such an array of facts and figures needs a little enliven-ment, so I will conclude with a few samples of what the children really said.
D. Three years old. Playing with toys. Donkey goin' in autobile. Dat two toad. Goin' get dinner. Goin' come in hout (house). Big toad come to dupper (sup-
